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By Larry WIse

Hunting Bow Accuracy Killers

T

he hunting bow setup I use
today is far more complicated
than the one I started with
when I was 11 years old - - - it’s far
more accurate too. My current sight
apparatus alone is worth more than
my entire setup was back in 1958. My
bow has a metal riser, fancy arrow
rest, limbs made from a matrix of
resin and fiberglass and those funny
wheel-things on the ends of the
limbs. My hunting accessories
include a bow quiver, stabilizer, a
micro-adjustable fiber optic sight
and a $100 release aid.
The arrows I use now are carbon
fiber fabric wrapped to provide
strength and durability. They, too,
are worth more than my entire starting setup. My current arrows are very
straight, weigh within one grain of
each other and take a lot of punishment without breaking - - they’re
really accurate. The cedar-wood
arrows I used back “in the day” had
none of those features and, remembering back, I didn’t kill any deer

back then either. I do remember
emptying my quiver one morning,
gathering a few of those arrows and
shooting again with no results to
speak of – as I recall, that morning
ended with me digging a broadhead
out of a tree. I wasn’t very good at
hunting or shooting and my equipment was in the same category.
The high-tech nature of our bow
hunting equipment these days has
given us a level of accuracy that
we’ve come to expect and demand.
We expect the best from our equipment because we invest lots of time
and money into it so it better perform or we’re upset. At the same
time, however, when that equipment
gets slightly out of adjustment it can
cause big problems. If your peep, for
example, gets pushed just 1/8 inch
up the bowstring you’ll miss that big
buck at 20 yards. Or worse yet, you’ll
hit it badly and spend the next four
hours tracking and end up with
nothing but that sick, twisted feeling
you get in your gut – so much work

Temperature, humidity and normal wear & tear have effects on the cables and bowstring so mark your cam on either side of the limb to show cam rotation changes. Most
manufacturers have timing marks (shown in white) on the cam but I still mark my own
bow so I can easily see any maladjustment that might occur. Any change in cam rotation
will cause arrows to hit high or low of your target and will require attention to reset it.
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and time spent and only a negative
reward for it.
There are lots of little things that
can go wrong with our high-tech
hunting bows and any one of them
can bring about bad results or no
results at all. Not to worry, there are
some steps you can take to avoid
many of these malfunctions and to
quickly reset others when they move.
I’ve put together the following guide
to help you help your customers. Or,
give them the article to read (they
can read it online now either at
arrowtrademag.com or arrowtrademagazine.com) so they can
take care of many of these issues
themselves. Keeping bowhunters
accurate makes them more successful and that keeps them coming back
into your store – and that’s good.

BOW PARTS
CAMS:
Compounds
have
wheels. That’s nothing new these
days but if they have wheels then the
wheels have an optimum position in
which they operate and logic tells us
that these cams or wheels will get
out of adjustment. We all know that
the most probable time for this maladjustment to occur is in the middle
of a hunting trip! That’s almost guaranteed! Here’s a plan for this event.
Mark your cams after you get
your bow shooting well and sighted
in properly. Use a pencil or marker to
scribe a line on the cam along either
side of the bow limb as shown. The
idler wheel isn’t important on a single cam bow but you will need to
mark both cams on a hybrid or
asymmetric cam bow. Check the
marks every day.
If and when the cable system
changes due to a slight stretch
and/or atmospheric changes then
the cam marks will show a different
rotational position relative to the
limb. Most of the time this change in
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lem – my nock locator
was moving up the bowstring. I dropped a lot of
points until I got it reset
and my sight reset. Ever
since then I have checked
my nocking point locator
regularly with my bow
square.
On my hunting bow I
use a Sharpie to mark
above and below my Dloop. If the D-loop moves
I’ll know it immediately
and can make the necessary adjustment to reset
it. Keep your marker
handy because we’ll need
it for other accessories
I like to trace a line around the mounting bracket of any later.
rest I use. Once again, if the mount moves you’ll see it in
a glance and can immediately tighten the screws with
the trusty multi-tool you carry in your back pack.

wheel timing will result in arrows
that hit higher or lower than previously. If you’re on a hunting trip just
make a gang adjustment on your
sight so that all sight pins will be
accurate again.
If your arrow flight has gone sour
and/or if you have a bow press available and are able to add or delete
twists from at least one cable then
you can make the necessary adjustments to bring the wheel timing
back into optimum position. I carry
a portable Bow Master bow press
with me at all times for this purpose.
The marks show you when you have
the timing correct; don’t be afraid of
making errors in adjustment
because, right or wrong, the marks
guide you.
NOCKING POINT LOCATOR: I
can remember shooting my first
indoor Pennsylvania state championship in 1978. Almost every shot I
made was below the center of the
ten-ring. I kept adjusting my sight to
get my arrows back into the middle
only to find them shooting low two
ends later. This went on for all 20
ends of the 600 round but somehow
I still managed to shoot the high
score. The next day in the team event
it got worse and about halfway
through the round I found my prob-

SERVINGS: A loose
serving under your arrow
nock can destroy a hunt
in a second – the second you discover it. Some of the blame for this falls
on the shooter. Maybe they didn’t
keep a close eye on the equipment so
it was in good repair just before
hunting season. Maybe they were
not careful with how the bow was
handled during the hunt. (Even with
proper handling accidents still happen.)
Some of the blame also falls on
the manufacturer. I don’t often
blame the manufacturer but most of
the factory-installed bow strings

these days have a very short center
serving with only 1 or 2 inches of
serving material above the nocking
point locator. That’s just not enough
in my experience because the
upward force on the nock at full
draw will cause the serving to slide
up the bowstring making the serving
appear loose and your arrows
impact low of the target. I replace
short center servings with about 10
inches of serving making sure that
there is at least 3 inches of serving
above the nock locator. I also mark
the bowstring just above the center
serving material so I know if and
when it slides upward – or downward.
NOCK FIT: Loose fitting nocks
are a major problem – they come
loose just as you draw your bow to
the full draw position. You probably
won’t know it until you hear that
loud “CRACK” of your dry-fired bow,
the arrow dropping at your feet and
the deer running away. The manufacturers are doing a good job on this
because the factory bowstrings I’ve
seen over the past five years are the
proper thickness to make nocks
“SNAP” onto the bowstring. They
should snap on so the tab-ends
return to their normal spread and
the nock can slide up and down the
bowstring with a little finger-push. If
your nocks are loose you must
replace the center serving with a fat-

To ensure that my D-loop doesn’t move I secure a nock-set ring above it. I also use my
trusty marker to place an indicator mark just above the ring so I know in a glance if the
loop or ring is slipping upward on the serving. A nocking point change is a real accuracy
killer.
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ter (thicker) serving material. If they
fit too tight then use a thinner serving material. Another approach is to
use a nifty gauge and file that
Hunting Revolution (the Twister
Nock people) sell. You can quickly
measure the diameter of your bowstring serving with the Nock Tune,
then use the proper file width to prepare your nocks for a perfect fit.
NOCK TRAPPING: Almost every
bow hunter I know uses a D-loop as
their nock locator because it traps
the nock above and below so it doesn’t move up or down the bowstring
as the bowstring powers the arrow
toward the target. If the nock is not
“trapped” on the underside then it
might slide down the bowstring during the power stroke making the
arrow hit high of the target, so install
D-loops on your customers’ bows.
There’s another problem to
watch for, however, and that’s the
possibility of the D-loop moving up
the bowstring. To prevent this be
sure to either mark the center serv-
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ing just above the D-loop or place a
brass nock-locator ring above it.
CAM LEAN: A cam that leans out
of the vertical plane can be a longterm problem by causing bearing
wear. You’re not going to notice any
major change in accuracy in the
short term. However, if the cam lean
is a sudden occurrence then accuracy will immediately be affected and
the source of the problem needs to
be identified. Most likely arrow
impact will be horizontally affected
and arrow flight may fish-tail.
The cause might be a degrading
limb due to a crack, a failed axle
bearing or a failing cable. This problem must be corrected as soon as
possible by replacing the faulty part.
If you’re on a hunting trip you may
be able to place the bow in a press
and add or delete twists on one side
of the cable-yoke in order to restore
the cam to the vertical plane but this
may only be a temporary measure –
the cam lean may come back indicating a severe problem that needs
immediate attention.
GRIP FIT: There are two problems to look for with the grip. First,
the removable grip section may not
fit the handle riser correctly. If it fits
loosely then some double-faced tape
can be added to the riser to fill any
void – that’s an easy fix.

The second problem is more difficult to fix, the shooter’s bow hand.
The most prominent form flaw I deal
with among all of my students is
poorly placed and poorly managed
bow hands. Typically I find that the
average bowhunter wants to grip the
bow handle tightly and is very
inconsistent in how he or she does it.
Round-shaped grips only add to the
problem. Time and again this poor
placement has drastic consequences
when the bowhunter gets a shot at a
deer and they grip harder and position their gloved hand differently
than what they practiced. The best
solution here is to teach proper bow
hand position and to be sure that
their hunting bow has a flat spot on
the grip section so they can feel a
consistent place to locate their bow
hand thumb-pad. If you can feel it –
you can repeat it!

SIGHT PARTS
LOOSE MOUNT: I can remember shooting with my target bow one
summer and having one arrow hit
high and the next hit low, the third
hit high and the fourth hit low, etc. I
checked the arrow rest, the peep
sight and then my scope. Finally I
found the problem with a loose
mounting block on the side of the
riser which was flopping up and
down on the side of the bow causing
me to shoot high and low arrows.

“World’s Finest
Fletching Tool For
Over 50 Years”
Sold through Authorized
Distributors & Dealers
BITZENBURGER
MACHINE & TOOL INC.
13060 Lawson Rd.
Grand Ledge, MI 48837
Phone/Fax (517) 627-8433

888-724-5697
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Round wooden grips can be improved by sanding a flat-spot on the portion where the
base of your thumb should contact. Placing you hand correctly on the grip – even a
gloved hand – is critical to getting consistent results. Ninety-nine percent of my students
have to work on improving their bow hand making this the number one accuracy killer
when shooting archery of any kind.
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After tightening them to a snug
fit, not too tight so as to strip the
screw threads, I learned to mark the
screws or bolts with permanent
marker so I could check to see if and
when they moved. So, get that marker out again and scribe an easily seen
line across the screw head and onto
the surface of the block.
LOOSE PIN: Invariably I hear a
noise when preparing my hunting
bow and have to find it by checking
every accessory attached to the bow.
Most of the time it’s a loose sight pin
rattling away as I shoot each arrow
so that now, I check the pins first
when I hear a rattle. Once again,
don’t over-tighten. Make sure to
“snug” fit the pins but don’t strip the
nut or bolt threads by turning too
hard – removing a stripped bolt is a
lot of work. Don’t forget to check all
other nuts and bolts and set screws
on the bow sight to be sure they are
snug fit as well and scribe a reference
mark on any of them where possible.
PEEP SIGHT: Peep sights can
slide up the bowstring as a result of
normal shooting or they get accidentally pushed down the string. I
learned this early in my field archery
shooting career. I also learned how
to combat the problem by using a
“knotted” locator above and below
my peep sight – it’s the same as I use
for my nock locator.

Using ten or 12 knots, I tightly tie
on a locator above and below the
peep, pull through the two loose
ends and cover the entire locator
with fletching glue. When it hardens,
I trim off the ends to make a clean,
durable and tight fitting peep locator. With a bit of effort it will slide
close to the peep and keep it in place
– I’ve used this on all of my bows
since 1978 with great results.
Next, shoot the bow and flip
strands from one side to the other
until the peep rotates correctly to
your eye on every shot. Be sure to
maintain an equal number of
strands on each side of the peep. Use
your marker to make a reference
mark at the center of the peep so you
can check for movement with a
quick glance. You can also tie an
extra loop of string around the center of the peep as a backup.

able to hold I fine-tune it and sightin. Improper balance can promote
shooter inconsistency.
BOW QUIVER: A full bow quiver
attached to the side of the bow
makes a big difference in the system
balance. As mentioned above, I
always have my quiver attached to
the bow, tune my bow that way and
sight in. Shooting with the quiver off
would result, in most cases, in
left/right arrow misses. This is not
always the case but does happen
most of the time and for bowhunters
with less than perfect bow hand
placement this means trouble. I
always recommend leaving the bow
quiver attached to the bow 24/7
while hunting. I point to my friend
Buddy B. who shot a 13-point buck
while walking to his stand at 2
o’clock in the afternoon, in broad
daylight, in an open field, at 45
yards- - - ya just never know!

OTHER ACCESSORIES
STABILIZER: Balancing the bow,
any bow, is essential for consistency
both in arrow flight and in archer
performance. On my hunting bow I
use a short stabilizer to counter-balance the bow sight and bow quiver
because I leave my five-arrow quiver
on the bow 24/7/365. The reason for
leaving my quiver on the bow is simple – you never know where or when
you’ll have to “shoot your way out of
a situation”. Once I have my bow balanced to make it easy and comfort-

ARROW REST: The bowstring
and the arrow rest are the last two
devices that touch the arrow as it is

A loose sight mount or sight pins can ruin a hunting trip in one shot so keep checking
on those pins. Also, use your marker to scribe a line across both set screws so that if they
come loose you’ll know in a glance and be able to tighten them.
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I mark the peep sight on every bow I use because it’s so easy to
bump it or catch it on brush. With easily seen reference marks
you can get your peep back in place in a second. Failure to notice
a peep location change will result in high or low misses – and no
meat on the table!

launched toward the target – it’s
paramount that they work properly.
In the case of the arrow rest it has to
provide arrow guidance without
interference and if it fails to do one
of those it just isn’t good enough. For
that reason I use a drop-away rest for
my hunting bow.
I prefer the drop-away (the Ultra
Rest by Quality Archery Designs)
because it traps my hunting arrow in
the upright position all the time I
have an arrow on the string – it never
has to raise into position when I
draw for a shot. Secondly, it falls out

Even if they weigh the same, there is no reason to expect any of
these broadheads to fly or impact the same place as the field
point. The aerodynamics of each is different as is the weight distribution from point to threads. Tune your setup so that your broadheads are grouping and then sight in for them and only after that
test shoot a field point to note where it impacts the target in case
you want to shoot at a stump or fallen leaf while you’re hunting.

of the way after guiding my arrow for
the first 4 or 5 inches of its flight
ensuring no fletch contact or other
interference of any kind. A hunt can
be over before that shot is taken if
the arrow falls off the rest while
drawing the bow or if fletching contact misguides it so eliminate both
by choosing a good drop-away rest.

RELEASE AID:
JAWS ON THE BOWSTRING:
Release aid metal jaws hooked
directly to the bowstring can cause
wear on the center serving. Wear

leads to serving failure and that usually happens at the worst time –
when you’re in your treestand and
have a shooter-buck nearby. Avoid
this situation by installing a D-loop
of some kind and hook your release
aid jaws to the loop instead of directly to the bowstring. Don’t forget to
check for rough and sharp edges on
the jaws of your release aid. Use
some fine grit sandpaper or steel
wool to smooth these parts – or
replace them with new, smooth
parts.
D-LOOP WEAR: A worn D-loop
can be just as big of a problem as
worn center serving. If it is showing
wear and fraying then it can break or
perform inconsistently and that’s
just not good enough. Replace a Dloop any time it begins to show wear
and tear; keep it fresh and functioning properly so it’s ready to perform
when you get that all-important
shot.
WORN INTERIOR PARTS: As
soon as your release aid gives you
that first “pre-fire” or “non-fire” issue
it’s time to check the interior parts or
send it back to the factory for repair.
Keeping it will only put your next
hunt in jeopardy. Worn or dirty interior parts will not get better on their
own so if you encounter a problem
while hunting then you need a backup plan. I carry a second release aid
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and a finger tab with me at all times
just in case my main release aid gets
dropped out of my stand, gets lost or
malfunctions.
I practice with both release aids
and my finger tab because you have

to know what to do if you can’t get to
your release aids. I also practice with
my bare fingers just in case I have to
make that quick emergency shot
while walking to my stand.

ARROWS:

Maximum flight guidance is attained by
installing your vanes/feathers on the
arrow shaft with a helical-curve clamp. The
whole purpose of the fletching is to create
air resistance - not avoid it and you get
that by angling your fletching. Just remember that accuracy and consistency result
when the fletched-end of the arrow steers.

NOCK FIT: My good friends Les
and Gail come up from North
Carolina every October to spend a
few days hunting deer with me. We
hunt on my own 50 acres and have a
blast scaring the daylights out of all
the deer. Last year Les brought some
lighted nocks with him and gave me
two to try. So I swapped out the nock
on my number one hunting arrow
(yes, I number all of my arrows) but
knew to immediately check how it fit
my bowstring. Since it was the same
brand nock, a Bohning Signature, I
knew it would fit the same but I tested it anyway to see if it would have
the same impact point as the
unlighted version. Thankfully it did
and I used that nock to shoot two
deer during the fall and winter seasons.
Some hunters change nocks and
don’t check the “fit” to be sure it’s the
same as their original nocks and pay
the price with a “miss” on the first
deer they shoot at. Different brands
and styles of nocks fit differently
and, therefore, leave the bowstring
differently and those who don’t know
this will learn a hard lesson when

their accuracy is destroyed by a 30cent piece of plastic.
NOCK ROTATION: Before the
days of drop-away arrow rests nock
rotation was really important
because it affected how the arrow
fletching hit or missed the arrow
rest. That ”contact” in turn affected
arrow flight and impact point. All of
your nocks had to be rotated to the
same position if you wanted all of
your arrows to group at the same
point. If any of your customers are
not using a drop-away style arrow
rest then they should be paying
attention to the rotational position
of their nocks. Today’s arrows are
easy to fix – all of them have “pushin” style nocks that are not glued in
place so a little twist with your fingers or a plastic tool will get them all
position-matched. Back in the day,
we had to cut nocks off and glue on
new ones when we needed to make a
rotational change – I really appreciate how easy it is now.
FLETCHING ANGLE: I watched
a MLB baseball game the other
evening. The score was close and
near the end of the game the leading
team brought in one of their
“closers” to hold off the opposing
team. This guy was a “knuckleballer” and utterly befuddled the
other team to preserve the win. The
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interesting thing about these guys is
when they throw one of those things
toward home plate, nobody,
absolutely nobody, knows where it’s
going. Without any spin on the ball it
does a different dance every time it’s
thrown – how do you hit something
like that? How do you get it to go over
the plate?
The same can be said of arrow
fletching that is not mounted with
some degree of angle to the centerline of the arrow shaft. Straight
mounted fletching (in line with the
shaft) does not provide any rotational spin and, therefore, no directional
stability to the in-flight arrow. The
purpose of the rear-mounted fletching is to cause air-resistance in a specific direction so that the fletched
end stabilizes and steers the shaft.
Straight-mounting avoids air resistance and does a disservice to those
average and beginner archers who
buy cheap arrows with straight
fletching.
My preference is to always use
fletching that is mounted with a helical curve. I use an old Bitzenberger
Fletcher with a left-helical clamp for
every arrow (target or hunting) I
fletch so I’m sure I’m not shooting
“knuckle balls” at my target – I prefer
to know where my arrows are going
to hit!
Important Note: If you’ve given
up your fletching jigs in favor of the
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QuikFletch system from New
Archery Products, then you probably
know that this fletching that comes
pre-mounted to a shrink wrap tube
is straight. It induces spin with either
grooves and a molded-in kicker fin
on the QuikFletch QuikSpin product,
or with a vane that is smooth on one
side, grooved on the other if you opt
for the less expensive QuikFletch
Twister series. NAP says either product induces more spin than conventional feathers or vanes applied with
a helical twist. NAP also sells individual vanes of either style, for those
who prefer their trusty fletching jigs
to the newer approach of dipping
the fletch end of the arrow into boiling water to shrink the tube to it.
REST CONTACT: The drop-away
arrow rest eliminates the contact
between the fletching and the arrow
rest. At least it is supposed to. Some
drop-away rests do bounce up and
make contact with the bottom
fletching so using white spray powder on the fletching is still helpful in
finding evidence of this problem and
eliminating it.
Some arrow rests like the biscuittypes “guide” all three fletches

through their bristles. Use the spray
powder to be sure all of the fletches
are contacted equally and deal with
unequal contact by changing the
arrow rest center-shot location, by
changing the nocking point location,
or both.
ARROW STRAIGHTNESS: No
matter how expensive or what material an arrow is made of it still has to
be straight. Yep, they’re all supposed
to be straight when you buy them
but we all know that inferior product
slips through quality control efforts.
Check them by the old spin technique or roll them on the corner of a
flat table to gauge any tip wobble
and set aside those that are not
straight. When arrows straightness is
outside of +/- .08 inch then I get concerned about grouping ability. Dial
indicator devices are also available
to measure arrow straightness and
insert alignment. Ram Products has
one, the Carbon QC Spine Tester,
that will allow you to find where the
high side of the spine is so nocks can
all be set accordingly.
SIZE & POINT WEIGHT: Building
a matched set of arrows requires that

Use your bow square to note the nocking point location – it’s 1/8 inch above level in this
example. Check it often! Also mark the location of the rest’s pull cord locator on your
cable so you know that it’s staying in place through the season. A change in either of
these important pieces of equipment will destroy your accuracy and ruin your hunt.
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all of them have the same diameter
and have equal point weights. Not
only that, they have to have the right
point weights so that arrow flight
and groups are optimized. As a dealer you have some really good ideas
as to what arrow sizes and point
combinations work well for the bows
you sell and for the customers you
service. You know how to help them
tune this equipment so that they
don’t get that big surprise when they
shoot at a game animal.
Be on guard for those guys and
gals that put together a collection of
borrowed arrows with found points
and want to buy three new ones for
this hunting season. I run into these
guys all the time and have to teach
them the importance of having ALL
of their arrows matched – I guess
teaching is never done!
Logic also tells us that the weight
of the broadhead we choose should
be the same as the weight of the practice points we have and, yeah, that’s
true. The problem occurs here when
we wrongly extend that logic to conclude that both broadheads and field
points will impact the target at the
same place. Ninety percent of the
time in the real world they do not! In
the case of fixed blade broadheads
there are “wings” on the front end
that change the aerodynamics and
thus the flight characteristics and the
impact point. Mechanical type
broadheads don’t have exposed wings
but do distribute the weight differently and may impact the target differently – ya gotta check them to be sure.
The bottom line with broadheads is that you have to sight in
with them and not rely on your field
point sight settings. Fail to do this
and you’ll learn a really, really hard
lesson.

outside of center. Getting it just right
avoids many of those left/right unexplained misses.
NOCKING POINT: The same
problem but in the vertical direction
exists when the nocking point location on the bowstring is too high or
too low. If it’s too low then the arrow
will ride the bottom of the arrow rest
causing the arrow to porpoise up
and down in flight. The same is true
when the nocking point is too high.
One thing is for sure, a poorly located nocking point will show its ugly
head when you’re shooting at a big
buck; the result will be a complete
miss or, worse, a bad hit. Use the
paper test to help get the nocking
point location correct.
DROP SPEED: Drop-away rests
work well but some are not as good
at getting down out of the way as
others. If the rest falls slowly or
bounces back up into the arrow path
then the shaft or fletching will strike
it. Test for this contact by using white
powder spray on the back half of the
arrow. Adjust the drop rate or timing
as needed by lengthening or shortening the pull cord along with the
nocking point adjustments. Keep the
spray powder handy to periodically
check for contact.

CONCLUSION
I’m sure I missed some accuracy
killers that you play games with for
your customers every hunting season. Add them to this list and pass
them on to all of your hunters so
they can avoid some of those
inevitable “lessons” we get every fall.

You may want to give each customer
a permanent marker or pencil with
every new bow you sell and remind
them regularly what it’s for.
Being thorough and careful with
your equipment is not everyone’s
specialty. I have lots of friends that
don’t take the best care of their bow
and arrow set. So, I continue to
remind them about marking their
bows and accessories in hopes that
they will do it and have success
when “crunch time” arrives this
hunting season.
Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry Wise
EDITOR’S NOTE: Larry’s books
are available from Larry Wise Archery,
402 Locust Grove Road, Mifflintown,
PA 17059 for $14 + $3 postage. Titles
available are Tuning Your Compound
Bow, Tuning and Silencing Your
Bowhunting System, Bow and Arrow:
A Complete Guide. The phone number for Larry Wise Archery is (717)
436-9168.
Larry Wise is also available to conduct one and two day CoreArchery
Academies on shooting form.
Personalized coaching is now available on-line via Skype, and video clips
of Larry offering bowhunting tips can
be seen on the bowhunting.net website.
To contact by email, use
larry@larrywise.com and see that
website for more information.
For past articles by Larry Wise, see
ArrowTrade Magazine’s twin websites:
Dial-up internet users can go to
arrowtrademagazine.com while the
user-friendly arrowtrademag.com
requires a high speed connection.

ARROW RESTS:
CENTER SHOT LOCATION: This
is not as high on the accuracy-killer
list as some other bow accessories
but it does have an effect. If the
arrow rest is located too close to the
riser then the arrow and fletching
may ride hard against the outside of
a rest like the Whisker Biscuit or
other trapping style rests. The
reverse is true if the rest is too far
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